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ABSTRACT
As the threat of irreversible climate change has increased over time, the UK has continued to set increasingly ambitious policies to reduce its carbon emission. An assessment of mitigation progress to date at the local authority level clarifies the factors that have affected greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on the path to carbon neutrality. This research uses regression analyses between local authorities’ GHG emission reductions and selected explanatory variables (including population density, household income, and manufacturing employment) identified from the literature to explore mitigation performance over time, focusing on GHG emissions changes between 2005 and 2016. Substantial and relatively consistent GHG emissions reductions were achieved in this time frame, with average total reductions across UK local authorities of 31.2%. Population density was moderately-to-strongly correlated with the success of transportation GHG emissions mitigation, though this sector has seen the smallest percentage declines over this period. Local authorities with densities below 25 inhabitants per hectare were generally among the poorest performers in transportation GHG mitigation. This underscores the need to support remote working and electrification of personal transportation in areas where public/active transportation options are not viable alternatives. Furthermore, consideration of population density in conjunction with domestic and urban planning will allow for future emissions reductions to occur across the UK. Fundamentally, GHG emissions reductions to date are largely driven by historic factors (density), shifting economic structures (deindustrialisation), and centralised initiatives (decarbonisation of electricity generation).
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Introduction
The UK parliament has declared a climate emergency in response to increasing calls for action to mitigate the worst impacts of climate change, and increased its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction ambition to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 [1,2]. Correspondingly, Local Authorities (LAs) have also begun declaring “climate emergencies” in recognition of their role as the drivers of national GHG emissions, with more than 300 LAs having done so by February 2021 [3]. As a result, many have an accelerated timeline to achieve net zero emissions at the local level, such as by 2030. To meet the net zero target, an understanding of what has driven reductions in UK GHGs to date is vital.

To achieve deep reductions in emission levels towards the national 2050 target, the vast breadth of UK LAs must achieve dramatic reductions in GHGs, further to what has already been achieved. The UK has been lauded for its substantial achievements to date in GHG emissions mitigation, achieving a 38% reduction in since 1990 [4]. Most UK LA direct carbon emissions (scope 1 & 2) can be attributed to the domestic, transport, and industrial/commercial sectors, with agriculture playing a smaller role overall. As well, each LA has unique characteristics that influence their GHG emissions reductions. Moreover, different strategies are being employed regionally and locally throughout the UK to mitigate GHGs [5]. An exploration of the degree to which UK LAs have been successful over the past decade will aid in developing an understanding of the options and challenges for deeper emissions reductions.

Myriad factors influence the GHG emissions of an urban area. Some of the key drivers of urban GHG emissions include income [6,7], population change [7,8], population density [9,10]; however,
whilst drivers of emissions have been well-explored, there has not yet been a nation-wide urban-level analysis of GHG emissions reductions; this would enable an understanding of how emissions reductions have varied geographically. Looking at UK LAs over the past decade, greater clarity can be gained on the conditions within urban areas that affect their relative degrees of success in GHG mitigation. This study is the first that we have identified that has looked at country-wide drivers of urban GHG emissions mitigation, exploring whether the factors that are currently understood to drive urban emissions are the same as those that affect mitigation.

This study investigates changes in domestic, commercial/industrial, and transportation sector emission levels in UK LAs between 2005 and 2016, by examining LAs according to their success in GHG reductions and the factors that underpin these changes. These factors are assessed against emissions mitigation (per capita) and include population density, manufacturing employment, gross disposable household income, and climate change preparedness scores. This examination follows from established relationships between emitting sectors and their associated drivers (discussed in further detail in the literature review - see below). Conclusions will be drawn from this about the contributions made and challenges faced by different LAs in meeting their net-zero targets. We expect this work to be relevant to municipal decision makers, urban planners, engineers, and other stakeholders interested in understanding the factors affecting UK LA GHG emissions mitigation. Readers will also find some UK-specific lessons are transferable to other jurisdictions with similar urban attributes.

Literature review

The transition to a resilient, sustainable, and low-carbon future requires the active participation of actors at every level of governance [11,12]. In order to meet international climate targets, local government and community groups need to take leading roles in influencing and encouraging the efficient use of energy, creation of relevant new jobs, skills enhancement, and access to renewable energy [13]. Since Local Authorities (LAs) in the UK have been dependent on fossil fuels to support most tertiary energy demand, the energy sector poses a great challenge to carbon reductions. Promisingly, carbon emissions\(^1\) in 370 out of 391 LAs in the UK have steadily decreased since 2005 [4]. The UK Cities Outlook shows that cities tend to emit less CO\(_2\) per capita than other urban areas of the country; although cities\(^2\) accounted for 54% of the UK’s population in 2015, they only accounted for 45.5% of total CO\(_2\) emissions [14]. This is mostly due the lower share of industrial and commercial activities and transport in more urbanized areas.

There have been many initiatives and funding schemes made available by the UK Government in the last few years to support independent community schemes such as the Community Renewable Initiative, the Energy Saving Trust’s Community Action for Energy and Green Communities programmes, Green Streets initiative, as well as the national Green Deal and Green Homes Grant [13,15]. Initiatives led by the community afford LAs the opportunity to increase awareness by engaging and educating community members on the importance of a combined effort in achieving GHG emission reductions [16]. However, these local initiatives have also relied heavily on volunteers due to a lack of skilled workers in GHG mitigation. There is also a lack of an established infrastructure for assistance, so community-led programs have the potential to fail due to lack of institutional support and long-term funding [17]. It should be noted that substantial reductions can and have been achieved though centralized measures at higher levels of government (e.g., electricity grid or natural gas decarbonization). It is valuable to understand the drivers of activities that release GHG emissions towards mitigating these with such policies and programmes.

Drivers of urban GHG emissions

In order to understand current levels of GHG emissions and their mitigation, it is important to identify the key sources of emissions and what drives them. A number of global analyses have demonstrated how urbanisation is linked to emissions growth [7,18,19]. There are numerous CO\(_2\) emissions sources from urban areas associated with fossil energy combustion, and in the UK these can be broadly classified into the domestic, transport, and industrial & commercial sectors, as they have been categorised in LA GHG inventories [4]. What follows is a review of the drivers of these emissions sources within urban areas, towards understanding the implications of these drivers in emissions mitigation.
Transportation demand
Transport is a significant contributor to GHGs in the UK. In 2017, transport accounted for 34% of carbon dioxide emissions [20]. The number of vehicles on UK roads is increasing; however, the efficiency of passenger vehicles is also improving, with the net result of decreased GHG emissions [4]. Furthermore, air transport also contributes significantly to total transport emissions. In 2004, aviation produced a total of 35 million tonnes of CO₂ in 2011, 6% of the UK total [21]. Aviation is not considered under the scope 1 & 2 emissions of the LA inventories examined here.

Commercial & industrial activity
Commercial & industrial activity are generally concentrated within certain areas, specifically within Northern Ireland, Wales, and Yorkshire and the Humber [4]. Levels of GHG emissions can primarily be attributed to industrial & commercial electricity consumption. However, due to the transition away from coal as a source for electricity production towards gas and renewable energy, related emissions have been reduced. Furthermore, between 2005 and 2016 CO₂, these emissions declined dramatically in regions such as the North East of the UK due to industry closures. Despite this, in 2016, a total of 38% of end user emissions assigned to LAs were attributed to commercial & industrial activity.

Income
The affluence of an area is a further element for consideration when exploring emission levels; being able to afford to consume both essential and luxury energy end-use technologies (e.g., more/larger houses/cars, as well as lower cost constraints on their operation) tends to drive the consumption of these. Research from global cities suggested that those with higher per capita gross domestic product (GDP) would generally have higher per capita emissions [6,7]. Kennedy et al, however, show significant variation as their study explored a range of cities at varying stages of economic development [6]. Jones and Kammen also found this relationship within US households; households in urban areas were generally wealthier and therefore produced higher emission levels [10]. Goldstein et al found similar trends using US household level data [22]. UK studies from Baiocchi et al, Dixon and Minx et al, demonstrated this relationship as well [9, 23,24]; higher income households were shown to have higher CO₂ emission levels. Similar results are found in the developing world, with national level data from Ghana and Uganda [19, 25,26]. Minx et al also highlighted the impact of income on the carbon footprint of municipalities (i.e., emissions associated with consumption activities) [24]; however, their study emphasised that income was not more important than other socio-economic factors such as education and household size. A study by O’Neill et al. suggested that current UN projections for urbanisation to 2100 would lead to substantial increases in absolute emissions, including by more than 25% in the case of China [8]; in their model, the availability of labour to support economic activity was identified as the primary driver.

As shown within this literature, income is positively correlated with (consumption-related) GHG emission levels, with urbanisation serving as an important driver of income generation. However, further clarity is needed on how income influences GHG mitigation; for example, many studies have found that income plays a role in the adoption of energy efficiency measures [27]. The analysis of economic indicators, such as gross disposable household income (GDHI) and its relationship with GHG mitigation over time, would indicate whether income can enable reductions as well as emissions.

Population change / urbanisation
In addition to the absolute population of an urban area [23], population change also influences GHG emission levels [7,8]. Increased population growth globally will lead to increased energy and resource demands and consequently higher emissions levels. Further, to facilitate the economic and resource flows of an increasing population, development of infrastructure will be required, leading to further emissions. The UK is a mature economy and is therefore unlikely to undergo significant economic growth in the near term; however, the population is continuing to rise. The UK population is expected to grow to 70 million people by 2029, with the current total at around 66 million [28]. Further, for England, 2001–2015 population growth within predominantly urban areas was nearly 250% greater than in more rural areas [29]. For example, the population of Liverpool (a major UK city) grew by 181% from 2002 to 2015 [30]. As a result of this trend, urban density is expected to increase as well, and has already been observed in recent years.
Population density
Population density is a further key factor which influences carbon emission levels. This was outlined by Baiocchi et al. and Dixon, higher density areas in England and the UK, respectively, tend to have lower household carbon emission levels [9, 23]. Furthermore, the former study shows that emission levels are lower when population density are above a certain threshold at a district scale. Jones and Kammen’s examination into urban density and household emissions within the United States produced similar results [10]; cities were found to have lower carbon footprints in comparison to suburban areas. However, they emphasise that other factors, such as land area, location, and distribution of housing emissions, also need to be recognised when considering carbon emissions and mitigation strategies [10].

Electricity grid intensity
The electricity grid has an important role in supporting the energy needs of residential, commercial, and industrial consumers within the UK. It also significantly influences future emissions levels, as highlighted by Sithole et al., who suggested the reduction of grid intensity is vital towards meeting the previous 80% emissions target by 2050, let alone the current net-zero target [31]. Demand on electricity grid will increase over time due to the push for electrification of energy end uses (i.e., heating and transport) globally [32, 33]. With primary energy demand for electricity projected to reach 377 TWh, in 2050 in comparison to 2010 levels at 345 TWh, decarbonisation of the grid will be essential [31]. As mentioned above, the UK grid has seen the prevalence of coal decrease due to concerns over its environmental impacts, leading to lower average carbon intensity levels [34].

The significance of the electricity grid is further explained by Hawkins et al., in relation to electric vehicles (EVs) [35]. EVs are commonly understood to be a crucial technology for decarbonising the national vehicle fleet [33]. However Hawkins et al. show that electric vehicles can produce life cycle GHG emissions that are on the same order as diesel vehicles if coupled with a high carbon-intensity of the electricity supply [35]. Further, emissions may even grow if annual vehicle miles travelled increases; this is a risk highlighted in the Department for Transport’s strategy [33]. In order to reach the 2050 targets, the Committee on Climate Change stated that GHG intensity of electricity generation would have to fall to 50-100 kg CO₂ per megawatt hour by 2030 [36].

Deindustrialisation
While growth in industrial activity has been demonstrated to increase national GHG emissions in a number of studies [18, 26, 37], deindustrialisation within the UK is a further factor that has influenced GHG emissions reductions. In the fallout of the 2007–2008 global credit crises, many industrial facilities were closed and consequently lead to a reduction in industrial emissions [4]. This follows a persistent shift in the UK economy over the past several decades from manufacturing towards commercial activities.

Target setting and mitigation/adaptation strategies
Target setting and mitigation strategies can also guide carbon emission reductions [12]. As highlighted by Quéré et al. in their study of 18 countries, there was a clear relationship between the presence of climate policy frameworks and decreases in total emission levels [38]. Strong political will driving mitigation policies and strategies increased the likelihood of their success. Other stakeholders, such as international environmental non-governmental organisations and other civil society organisations, can also promote strategies to reduce carbon emissions [39]. At an international level, the UK stands out from other European countries due to the quantity of mitigation and adaptation strategies it produces; following a study from Heidrich et al. that rated 30 UK urban areas on the quality of their climate change preparedness [40], a survey of European cities found that the UK had the highest proportion (93%) of cities with mitigation strategies in the continent [41].

Other drivers
The geography of an urban area is another factor that will impact upon carbon emissions [5]. For example, ocal climate will drive energy demand and emissions associated with space heating and cooling in buildings; correspondingly, energy demand of buildings is significant, contributing around 33% of global energy-related emissions [42]. By 2030, it is expected that the UK’s office cooling requirements will increase while heating requirements will decrease in southern regions due to a warmer climate [43]. This suggests net changes in energy requirements could balance to
a relatively low figure, when considering the shift of space conditioning energy demand from natural gas-based heating to electricity-based cooling. This supports the previously mentioned study from Isaac and Vuuren regarding the net changes in emissions [44].

Consumer habits are a further source of GHG emissions as shown within recent studies. Barrett et al suggest 20-25% of UK CO₂ emissions are embedded within imports [45]. Increases in globalised trade and consumer demands could widen this share. Minx et al highlight how household consumption amounts to 70% of the UK’s carbon footprint [24]. A large quantity of LAs in the UK has become net importers of emissions as the country has developed towards a service-based economy. Hence, there is an increased share of emissions embedded within global supply chains [46].

The UK’s aged building stock also contributes to overall carbon emission levels. Approximately 45% of the UK’s total carbon emissions are attributable to the heating of spaces, movement of air and water, and appliance use in buildings [47]. The age and quality of the building stock can heavily influence the demands for these energy services and their associated emissions levels. For example, UK historic dwellings account for 20% of the total housing stock [48]. Meanwhile, research suggests that historic buildings are the segment of the building stock in the worst state of repair, leading to an outsized contribution to GHG emissions [49].

**Materials and methods**

Analysis of success in LA GHG emissions mitigation is conducted across various sectors, using the relationships with emissions sources identified in the literature review above. The sources of data used for this study were primarily from government reports and data sets that are outlined in **Table 1**. The principle data source used for GHG analysis was the “UK local authority and regional carbon dioxide emissions statistics; 2005-2016”; this annual report is provided by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and includes GHG emissions estimates across the Domestic, Transport, and Industrial & Commercial sectors from 2005-2016 (BEIS, 2018a). The data provided in the report is based upon four main sources: BEIS subnational electricity and gas consumption statistics, emissions distribution maps and land use, land use change, and forestry regional data [4]. This report allows for spatially disaggregated (by local authority) trend analyses to be completed across more than a decade’s worth of emissions inventories. All GHG inventory data follow a consistent quantification method, which is described in the BEIS technical report of the emissions inventory [4].

**Analysis of performance**

This research primarily focuses on carbon dioxide emissions from LAs to determine if trends were evident with the identified explanatory variables. In the first stage of analysis, descriptive statistics were used to provide a summary of emissions reductions across LAs; averages, standard deviations, and medians are used to make comparisons between LAs across the UK, between nations, and between regions. Collectively, this analysis provides an overall understanding of the emission trends across the UK.

For the next stage of analysis, linear regression was completed using Microsoft Excel version.
This was applied to CO₂ emission reductions and potential emissions drivers (explanatory variables) using the p-value to describe the statistical significance of these. A 95% confidence interval was applied ($p < 0.05$) when determining statistical significance (i.e. rejecting the null hypothesis). These were analysed using MS Excel’s regression tool under the Analysis Toolpak. The degree of variation (i.e. coefficient of determination; $r^2$) that could be explained by each of the selected independent variables under each emitting subsector, along with the p-value are used, with full regression results provided in the supplementary materials Tables S.1-3.

All LAs were analysed together in the first instance for each of the major emissions sectors, using explanatory variables identified in the literature review that have impacts on GHG emissions; these were limited due to the availability of LA-level data (applications described in Table 1). However, when the LA GHG reductions are presented in a rank order plot of total percentage per capita reduction between 2005 and 2016 (Figure 1), a nonlinear trend of emissions reductions is evident. To explore this further, the trend of emissions reductions of the LAs adjacent to the median is plotted (+/- 50 LAs; in orange on Figure 1). The LAs that deviate away from this trend are identifiable at the upper and lower extremes of the data; the 60 LAs from the maximum and minimum reductions are approximately where LA reductions noticeably deviate from the median trend. As a result, in addition to analysing relationships across the entire dataset of LAs, samples of the top 60 and the bottom 60 in each emission reductions category were also evaluated to determine whether relationships become stronger/weaker within these value ranges.

Finally, an analysis was completed on the quality of climate change preparedness plans as assessed by Heidrich et al. [40]. In their study based on the European Urban Audit project, LAs were selected based on having varied geographic locations and population size, while also covering national capitals and at least 20% of the UK’s population.

**Results**

**Mitigation trends in UK local authorities**

Emissions reductions achieved across UK LAs between 2005 – 2016 are presented in Table 2. Examining emissions reductions in UK LAs, collectively these have seen a decline of 31%. Of the nine regions of England, the North East region showed the greatest emissions reductions (51%), whereas the band around the middle of England (the Midlands and the East of England) saw the lowest reductions (~27%). As alluded to in the discussion on deindustrialization, industrial and commercial emissions saw the greatest decline, while transportation has seen the slowest reductions. A map of the emissions reductions realised is presented by quintile in Figure 2.

Standard deviations (SDs) across emissions reductions across the UK were assessed, with transport (6.0%) and domestic (3.2%) sectors
demonstrating a relatively small variation in emissions reduction levels between LAs; this may be due to developments in both sectors which has influenced the entirety of the UK emissions-producing technology stock, such as advancements in modern vehicles and increased efficiency of the electricity grid, respectively. Conversely, a SD value of 11.5% was observed in the Industrial and Commercial sector, which suggests a higher level of variation in emissions reduction across UK LAs.

**Domestic emissions**

On average, per capita domestic emissions were reduced by 32.5% across all LAs; several of the most successful authorities were in Greater London, though substantial decreases in emissions were observed across the vast majority of LAs, as suggested by the mean and SD (Table 2) and the plots below. The impact of density and income on domestic sector emissions mitigation are explored below.

### Table 2. Emission levels and reductions across major UK region Local Authorities (LA), Population (Pop), Average (avg), Standard Deviation (Std Dev).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th># of LAs</th>
<th>2016 Pop (000's)</th>
<th>Total Emissions 2016 (ktCO2)</th>
<th>Emissions Reductions 2005-2016</th>
<th>Avg total Emissions across LAs in 2016 (ktCO2)</th>
<th>Std Dev of total emissions</th>
<th>2016 Total Sectoral Emission across Regions (ktCO2) with average changes between 2005–2016 in parentheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK1</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>65,648</td>
<td>357,469</td>
<td>-31.2%</td>
<td>914.2</td>
<td>760.4</td>
<td>143,010 (-41.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3,313</td>
<td>24,866</td>
<td>-24.5%</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>1,432.9</td>
<td>14,054.6 (-38.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5,405</td>
<td>25,196</td>
<td>-39.3%</td>
<td>787</td>
<td>848.8</td>
<td>13,280.9 (-36.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Ireland</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,862</td>
<td>12,427</td>
<td>-22.8%</td>
<td>1,130</td>
<td>338.9</td>
<td>4,680 (-34.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>55,288</td>
<td>292,249</td>
<td>-31.7%</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>695.8</td>
<td>107,651 (-44.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,636.6</td>
<td>15,469.4</td>
<td>-53.1%</td>
<td>1289.1</td>
<td>847.2</td>
<td>8,126.9 (-50.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7244.0</td>
<td>40,236.0</td>
<td>-32.5%</td>
<td>3017</td>
<td>709.3</td>
<td>15,451.0 (-43.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and the Humber East Midlands</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5,425.4</td>
<td>37,397.6</td>
<td>-29.2%</td>
<td>1780.8</td>
<td>1656.6</td>
<td>18,002.1 (-38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5,810.8</td>
<td>32,236.7</td>
<td>-27.3%</td>
<td>1074.6</td>
<td>764.5</td>
<td>11,145.0 (-38.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of England Greater London</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6,129.0</td>
<td>32,993.5</td>
<td>-27%</td>
<td>702.0</td>
<td>284.8</td>
<td>9,750.9 (-41.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9,030.1</td>
<td>45,106.3</td>
<td>-31%</td>
<td>673.2</td>
<td>253.3</td>
<td>12,934.1 (-43.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5,517.0</td>
<td>27,832.4</td>
<td>-30.9%</td>
<td>752.2</td>
<td>618.5</td>
<td>8,689.9 (-42.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial &amp; Commercial</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>65,648.1</td>
<td>143,010</td>
<td>-41.8%</td>
<td>365.8</td>
<td>567.6</td>
<td>11,539.9 (-32.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>65,648.1</td>
<td>102,432</td>
<td>-33.1%</td>
<td>262.0</td>
<td>250.6</td>
<td>8,017.9 (-11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>65,648.1</td>
<td>128,053</td>
<td>-6.5%</td>
<td>326.5</td>
<td>211.6</td>
<td>10,922.7 (-6.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Note that UK and the sum of National emissions are not equal due to ~3,700 kt CO₂ of unallocated emissions at the UK level.

**Best vs worst performing LAs**

**Population & population density.** The scatter plot in Figure 3a shows a positive relationship between per capita % reductions in domestic emissions and population density of LAs. Overall, a relatively strong negative relationship is observed between per capita domestic emission reductions and increasing population density (p-value = 3.86 × 10–25; see Supplementary Material Table S.1 for full details). For example, Islington, with a population density of 138.7 inhabitants/ha saw a 42% reduction in per capita domestic emissions whilst Allerdale (0.8/ha) saw a 33% reduction. Some densely populated Boroughs in London are also notable outliers; Tower Hamlets (4th densest LA in the UK) and Newham achieved higher than average per capita domestic GHG reductions (51% and 50%, respectively). However, exceptions exist, such as Corby’s overperformance relative to this trend, with a population density of 7.6 and a 42% reduction in per capita emissions. While the negative relationship is significant, the R² value derived...
for this relationship (0.24) is not as high as was observed between population density and per capita transport reductions (Figure 6 below) but the model explains a substantial share of variability of the response data around the mean. This relationship is more pronounced with LAs achieving

---

**Figure 2.** Choropleth map displaying GHG emissions reductions in Great Britain local authorities in 2016 relative to 2005, categorized by quintile in fractions of emissions reductions (i.e. $-0.403 = -40.3\%$ reduction relative to 2005). Inset focuses on the southeast of England, including the regions of the East of England, Greater London, and the South East.

---

**Figure 3.** Scatter plots showing the relationship between % per capita reductions 2005-2016 in UK local authority domestic GHG emissions and 2011 population density a) Overall, b) top 60 reducers, c) bottom 60 reducers (Kensington & Chelsea removed as an outlier).
higher reductions (i.e. the top 60) rather than those at lower emissions reductions levels (the bottom 60; see $R^2$ in Figure 3b vs c).

Another prominent outlier is Kensington and Chelsea, which showed one of the lowest levels of domestic emissions reduction across the UK. There is a higher level of unoccupied housing within the borough which may impact the emission levels per capita (i.e. more houses per resident); a larger quantity of the most expensive housing in the borough is identified as “second homes” for affluent homeowners who are therefore not likely to be counted in censuses or associated population estimates [54]. According to 2016 statistics, 1.6% of houses are vacant in Kensington and Chelsea, nearly double the national average of 0.9% [55].

Shifting away from reductions and examining domestic emissions on an absolute basis, it is seen that 2016 emissions are strongly explained by total population in an LA ($R^2 = 0.9469$; Figure 4a). This suggests that there is limited variation in the overall performance of domestic emissions across UK local authorities, regardless of population (i.e. the data do not seem to plateau at higher populations, like is seen for GDHI below).

**Gross disposable household income (GDHI).** As income is commonly observed to be positively correlated with GHG emissions (per literature discussed above), this was tested in the context of domestic GHG emissions mitigation more specifically. First, the relationship between aggregate income (GDHI in this instance) of an LA and total 2016 domestic GHG emissions is examined here (Figure 4b). The relationship holds in this instance, with total LA GDHI correlating positively with total local domestic GHG emissions ($R^2 = 0.6954$; see Table S.2). This trend is demonstrated more...
strongly with LAs that have a total GDHI less than £6B \((R^2 = 0.7482)\) than those greater than that total \((R^2 = 0.2535)\); emissions increase more rapidly in the former than in the latter, plateauing somewhat as the relationship weakens afterwards. Some interesting outliers highlighted in Figure 6b include Kensington & Chelsea, Hammersmith & Fulham, Camden, Wandsworth, and Westminster; all of which have relatively high population densities and are located in affluent central London (all with GDHI/cap > £35,000; national average of all LAs is £20,000). However, it should be noted that this relationship does not hold when comparing success of reductions with per capita income; regression analyses of GDHI per capita and domestic emissions reductions per capita provided no significant relationship for the entire set of LAs, nor the top or bottom 60 reducers (Table S.3). This is similar to findings from Dixon, who, when exploring other metrics of economic activity (per capital GVA) and found no relationship with total per capita emissions for the largest UK local authorities [23].

**Transportation emissions**

Of the sectors assessed, transportation has proven consistently challenging to achieve deep absolute reductions (as presented in Table 2). Reductions averaged 12% in per capita terms (Figure 5) but typically did not exceed 10% on an absolute basis (average \(-6.5\%\)). This demonstrates the difficulty of transportation energy demand mitigation in the short term, with the interim result being persistent, relatively high emissions. It is yet to be seen how post-COVID19 commuting activity will affect this trend, though as of July 2022, weekend car, commercial vehicle, cycling and heavy goods vehicle use have all risen relative to pre-pandemic levels, while rail and bus trips remain lower than before [56]. The presumption is that in the medium-to-long-term battery electric vehicle adoption will gradually reduce associated emissions [33].

**Population density.** Figure 6a shows a clear relationship between population density and transport emissions reductions per capita from 2005-2016. As the population density (independent variable) increases, the level of transport emissions (dependent variable) decreases. A large proportion of data points that are closer to the y-axis are found to have similar population densities and reduction levels from 2005-2016. However, as population density rises a clear pattern emerges as emissions reductions increase. The \(R^2\) value indicates that 57% of the data is explained by the model accounting for a large quantity of the variation between LAs success in these reductions. The p-value \(4.79 \times 10^{-72}\); see Table S.4) further suggests that the relationship between the variables is significant.

Exploring specific cases, Tower Hamlets (population density = 128.5/ha) and Islington (138.7/ha), with relatively high population densities, saw the highest per capita transportation emissions reductions (43.9% and 38.2%, respectively) in this period. Kensington and Chelsea (130.8/ha), located in London, is shown to be an outlier (18.7% per capita reductions) given its relatively high population density. This could be partially attributable to
recent population decline within the authority; Kensington and Chelsea was the only LA to not show population growth in Greater London in this time period. As a result of the method of data collection used to estimate transport emissions (traffic activity data), transport emissions are therefore distributed across fewer residents.

**Best and worst performing LAs**

The second panel (Figure 6b) exhibits the relationship between population density and the top 60 reducers of transportation emissions, showing a stronger positive relationship. The $R^2$ value indicates that the model explains 69.2% of the variability of the dependent data and a low p-value ($1.74 \times 10^{-16}$), which also confirms the significance of the positive relationship between these two variables.

Figure 6c examines the relationship between the bottom 60 lowest per capita reducers and population density, showing a weak relationship between the two variables. The model only explains 6.8% of the variability (i.e. $R^2 = 0.068$; Table S.4), with a p-value of 0.044 affirming that a (relatively weaker) relationship between these variables is observed. It is worth noting that while high reducers covered the full spectrum of the range of population densities, the bottom 60 low reducers did not exceed population densities of 25 inhabitants/ha, suggesting a particular challenge in reducing transport emissions below this population density threshold. For example, only one local authority with a population density of less than 40/ha reduced transportation emissions by greater than 30% per capita in the study period; this was the City of London, where resident populations are relatively low in this predominantly commercial centre (and is governed by a congestion charge that has been gradually increased over this period).

**Industrial & commercial emissions**

Industrial & Commercial sector emissions tend to demonstrate greater variability depending on the economic composition of local areas (see Figure 7); some LAs have relatively limited industrial activity...
(e.g. Kensington & Chelsea), limited commercial activity (e.g. Orkney Islands; observing both job and emissions growth) or both (e.g. Isles of Scilly).

As highlighted above, the average reduction in the Industrial and Commercial sector (including “Industrial and Commercial Electricity”, “Industrial and Commercial Gas”, “Industrial and Commercial Other Fuels”, “Large Industrial Installations” (LII), and “Agriculture”) from 2005-2016 was 40.9%. This is from a 2005 average of 613 ktCO₂ per LA. The North East region saw the largest emissions reduction across the industrial and commercial sector (-51%) while Northern Ireland saw the lowest reduction (-34%). Examining the aggregate annual emissions reductions in the sector from all LAs when comparing 2016 to 2005, 56% are associated with electricity emissions, 26% are from LII activities, 11% are from natural gas, 6% from other fuels, and less than 1% are from agriculture. The reductions in electricity-related emissions are again largely attributable to improvements in grid carbon intensity (see Discussion section below), with some energy efficiency gains in operations (e.g. HVAC, lighting) [57].

Whilst this sector has seen the highest percentage emissions reductions, it also had demonstrated the highest standard deviation, suggesting a broader spread of the emissions reductions success in this sector relative to domestic and transport. Again, much of this can be explained by LAs that have shown significant reductions in industrial and commercial emissions due to closures of LII, which would lead to dramatic stepwise reductions in GHG emissions, relative to other LAs where reductions are due to modest efficiency measures or the improvements in electricity grid carbon intensity. However, even if LII were removed from the dataset, a 37.4% reduction in industrial emissions is still observed, owed in large part to improvements in grid emissions intensity.

Best and worst performing LAs

Many of the deepest reductions can be attributable to declines from LII; looking at the 10 LAs with the greatest absolute reductions in Industrial & Commercial sector emissions, on average 65% of their emissions were attributable to dramatic declines in LII. For example, when SSI’s Redcar steelworks closed in 2015 [58], LII emissions dropped from 6000 in 2015 to 1900 ktCO₂ in 2016. The sole exceptions to this were the LA of Westminster and Birmingham, which saw dramatic reductions in absolute Industrial & Commercial electricity emissions (55% and 61%). It can be observed from Figure 8 that there is a tendency for manufacturing job losses to coincide with reductions in emissions, with 129 of 168 LAs observing coincident declines (note that manufacturing employment data are not available for the entire set of LAs). However, no statistically significant relationship is observed amongst this subset.

Looking at the remaining quadrants, the lower levels of reductions seen amongst LAs could be attributable to greater economic activity or increased employment. In the positive employment and emissions change quadrant (top-right), the Orkney Islands is distorted by growth in a low baseline level of commercial and industrial activity, while Moray observed growth in service (e.g. tourism) and local manufacturing (predominantly food industry, which is not as strongly linked with offshoring as, for example, heavy manufacturing).
top-left quadrant, with increased emissions along with the decreased employment, contains predominately Scottish and smaller LAs; these are generally LAs with decreasing manufacturing activity but growing service sector activity, resulting in net positive employment across these sectors (e.g. Highland, Bedford, Falkirk, Angus, Aberdeenshire, Swindon, Carmarthenshire). The bottom-right (growth in manufacturing employment along with declines in industrial/commercial emissions) contains examples of LAs with industrial (and services) job growth, though with more robust employment growth in service-based sectors (i.e. those with lower energy/emissions intensity) relative to their increase in manufacturing activity (e.g. Merton, Ealing, Reading, Liverpool, Wandsworth). The decreases in electricity grid GHG intensity likely offset increased demand attributable to (predominantly service sector) employment increases.

The role of target setting
As mentioned in the literature review, a thorough review of the climate change preparedness strategies of 30 UK LAs from the urban audit was done by Heidrich et al [40]. No clear trend between per capita GHG reductions and mitigation plan preparedness (see Table S.5, S.11; Figure 10), as scored by Heidrich and others [40]. It should be noted that the average emissions reductions per capita from these selected local authorities was –39.9% (compared with the UK average of 31.2%; see Table 2). A one-sided t-test conducted to compare the selected LAs with the remainder of the UK
(average of per capita) suggests that the means of the two samples were not significantly different, even with the remainder of the UK achieving a lesser degree of mitigation success (see Table S.6 in Supplementary Materials). This suggests that the performance of the sample may be representative of LAs more broadly.

Discussion & conclusion

The UK is frequently held up as a developed-world model for GHG emissions mitigation, with a 39% reduction by 2016 from a 1990 baseline (excluding LULUCF) [59]. It is important to understand this success at a local level, as well as within the major emitting sectors in which they have been realised. Certainly, central government policy and planning have had a role (e.g. the shift away from coal in electricity generation) though the results above have explored the local-authority specific attributes that may have contributed to emissions mitigation. Looking at the three main sectors assessed above (industrial & commercial, transport, and domestic; Table 2), the trends in these sectors are discussed in further detailed below.

Transportation emissions

According to BEIS, the transport sector had the highest share of end-user emissions in 49% of the LAs [4]. However, when looking at the entire list of 391 LAs, the North East and London regions were the only two where average transportation emissions were reduced by more than 10%. Additionally, LAs in London such as Islington (-38.2%), Hackney (-37.3%), Wandsworth (-37.3%) were found to have the highest reductions in per capita transport emissions and achieving a 34% reduction in total emissions. London’s effectiveness in reducing transport emissions could be a result of its comprehensive urban transportation strategy, including congestion relief pricing that was implemented in February 2003 [60]. The strategy requires motorists driving in central London on weekdays between the 7am and 6:30pm to pay a £15 charge [61], with motorcycles, licensed taxis, vehicles used by disabled people, vehicles running on alternative fuels, buses and emergency fuels are exempted from this charge.

Gudipudi et al highlighted the benefits of a densely populated city, with increasing population densities of US cities along with introducing effective policies allows for reductions in building and road emissions, reflected in the findings here that LAs with higher population densities were more successful in reducing transport emissions [62]. However, Minx et al. have found conflicting results to those presented here, in that population density was not a significant factor in UK emissions [24]. In the present study, benefits of density are certainly present for transportation, with a clear relationship between the success of transportation GHG reductions and population density. This points to the fact that transportation emissions mitigation measures (i.e. increased public/active transport investment, higher parking charges, road pricing [63]) are more readily deployable at higher densities and that there is a need to focus efforts on the electrification of transport in low density areas [6].

Domestic emissions

The analysis of domestic emission reductions and population density highlighted a clear relationship
between the variables. Generally, LAs with higher population densities achieved larger reductions in domestic emissions. As highlighted, there are potential benefits of increased population density as shown in the literature [9, 62]. This may be attributable to the quantity and integration of mitigation strategies. For example, a large majority of LAs in London have their own plans and policies to reduce GHG emissions. Further, “The London Plan” has been implemented, which outlines the strategy for all new domestic structures to be zero carbon from 2016 onwards [64]. Large urban areas such as London are able to report on climate change and produce strategic reports and documents, due to their substantial administrative capacity (including both their constituent jurisdictions and at the regional level, such as the Greater London Authority). As a result, large urban areas may be more likely to plan and fund emissions reductions in comparison to more rural authorities which have lower population densities. Further, the weakening of the relationship between household income and absolute domestic emissions in LAs with higher levels of total gross domestic household income is worthy of discussion. It has been highlighted in numerous studies that a strong link is evident between household income and carbon footprint (emissions embedded in all consumption at the household level) ([65]; p. 186). In Jones and Kammen’s study of households in the United States, housing-related emissions (i.e. direct scope 1 and 2 emission, such as heating, cooling, hot water) contributed an important share of emissions (roughly 25%). As income rises, it is expected that house floor area and associated emissions would rise as well [22]. The limits to this relationship and associated household energy use are reflected in this weakening. However, if carbon footprint of consumption activities are considered (recreation, food, transport), it is expected that the rise in emissions associated with income will continue further (until again reaching a plateau due to less impactful consumption [66,67]).

The UK has seen substantial reductions in the carbon intensity of the electricity grid (-45% between 2005 and 2016) [68] and one conclusion may be that much of the success in country-wide GHG mitigation can be largely attributable to this, as previously observed [69]. This may seem especially likely in the domestic sector, where fossil energy demand reductions require the action of many discrete actors on energy efficiency retrofits, who have traditionally been reluctant to act [70].

As domestic electricity demand is generally seen to scale linearly with population [71], it can be normalised on a per capita basis to explore reduction trends. From Figure 9, domestic electricity emissions reductions from LAs generally only slightly exceeded the average grid value of decarbonization. The remaining difference across LAs can be attributed to other factors such as the retrofitting of housing, change of fuel use, improved efficiency of electric end-uses (e.g. lighting, electronics, etc.) and changes in consumption, however the sum of their impacts appear to be relatively minor; between 2005-2016, total domestic electricity demand is estimated to have dropped by around 14% [72]. This suggests that the substantial progress in domestic electricity related GHG emissions is overwhelmingly due to centralized actions around grid decarbonization and not through local or household level activities. That being said, household electricity consumption in the UK is estimated to be approximately 3,800 kWh/annum [73], comparing favorably with other mature economies that also predominantly use natural gas for space heating (e.g. Alberta, Canada — 6,400 kWh; [74]).

Industrial & commercial

As demonstrated by the results, deindustrialisation has played a dramatic role in emissions mitigation across the UK, given that many of the greatest success in emissions reductions in this sector were observed in LAs that have seen closures of large industrial installations. Indeed, authors have pointed out that GHG emissions reductions are now embodied in trade of manufactured goods and commodities that have been off-shored from the UK [45, 75]. Further, while energy efficiency has also played a role in the carbon performance of industrial sectors, this has been offset by increases in demand from non-industrial demand (almost exclusively from the commercial sector) [75]. The recent UK government strategy for industrial decarbonisation proposes a mixture of measures including resource/energy efficiency improvements, carbon capture, utilisation & storage, hydrogen fuel-switching (i.e. in iron & steel) [76].

Local level planning & target setting

The importance of advanced planning and associated target setting are not borne out in the results here. There are several factors that limit the
building of evidence here; the relatively small sample size [40], the limitations of the assessment method, or even the implications of austerity on LAs capacity to act [77]. However, several studies and groups promote the value in target setting and these cannot be disregarded [78]. Further, the administrative capacity of larger cities to manage environmental challenges ([79]; p 75) and the networks available to support/inform their mitigation strategies (e.g. C40 cities, Global Covenant for Mayors) may provide an advantage for larger LAs.

**Summary**

The UK has seen significant success in reducing GHG emissions from all sectors, including the domestic sector where a 30% decline has been observed on average across all LAs. To date, LAs have demonstrated substantial GHG reductions within their borders, though these are largely attributable to policy measures at higher levels of government. It is important to highlight the substantial contribution that the decarbonisation of electricity grid GHG emissions intensity has made, with a 45% reduction observed between 2005 and 2016.

Several existing relationships between emissions and their identified drivers were tested here to determine if these held for emissions mitigation. A negative relationship was observed between density and reductions in per capita domestic emissions, as well as per capita transport emissions; as density increases, the depth of reductions also increases, though this relationship is weaker for domestic emissions. This demonstrates the success that denser urban areas have had in reducing emissions, and the challenge that less dense urban areas have faced in mitigation. This is particularly important for the decarbonisation of transport, where emissions reductions will need to be mostly met by reductions in transportation demand (e.g. remote work) or low-carbon transport (e.g. electric vehicles). Meanwhile, no clear relationship was observed between income of LAs and success in domestic GHG mitigation, leaving an inconclusive result as to whether LAs with higher incomes are more able to pay for domestic mitigation measures (i.e. retrofits). This relationship may become more evident during the scaling up of battery-based transportation. Also, LAs that had seen larger declines in manufacturing did not necessarily observe larger declines in commercial & industrial emission, with no statistically significant relationship evident. Finally, no clear link was observed between the degree of climate change planning and success in emissions reduction.

This work emphasizes the role of pre-existing urban characteristics and the limitations on local government in mobilising deep emissions mitigation at the LA level. Ultimately, LAs do not have clear autonomy in GHG emissions reductions, with many relationships observed here attributable to the benefits of density (largely attributable to historic development), impacts of deindustrialisation (linked to longer-term globalisation trends), and initiatives from the central government (i.e., decarbonisation of electricity supplies).

**Limitations & further research**

Data limitations restricted further analysis of the reductions in success. For example, indicative time series data for a number of the variables identified in the literature review were not available at the LA level, including climate (e.g. heating degree days), consumption activities, and housing stock ages. Further, the use of gross disposable household income may not properly represent a LA’s capacity for emissions-intensive consumption (e.g. high levels of domestic energy demand or transportation energy); capacity to consume may be better represented by a wealth metric, which is not available at the local authority level. Finally, further research using multidimensional panel data analysis could provide further insights on the drivers of GHG emissions reductions over time, if coupled with both the data used in this study and those suggested above.

**Notes**

1. only CO\textsubscript{2} is quantified in local authority inventories
2. cities are bequeathed “City” status by the monarch
3. This is in spite of both having relative low levels of electricity use for household space-heating, 8% in England/Wales vs 4% in Alberta
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